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1. Why have England Hockey made changes to the talent development structure?   
  
Talent development is a non-linear and long-term process.   
  
Players traditionally progressed along a linear pathway via county, regional and into national teams. Heavily 
constrained by time, this was primarily a filtering system, especially at the early stages. The focus of the new 
talent system is on talent development and supporting more high-quality environments where players can 
thrive, develop and enjoy playing hockey with multiple ways to progress. Clubs, schools and Junior County 
Hockey all have their part to play in this more flexible system with different environments to meet the needs 
of different players.   

 
2. What is the Player Development Model and Talent System?  

The Player Development Model breaks the hockey playing population into nine segments and shows how 
players develop within and through the sport. The ages are a guide only, acknowledging players develop 
at different rates and have different needs. Defining the ideal experiences and environments allows us to 
ask ourselves how we can, collectively, best support a player’s experience on and off the pitch.  The two 
segments that comprise the Talent System are Talent Foundations and Talent Development. 
 
The Talent Foundations segment is about fun, progressive and positive experiences where players realise 
that they are good at hockey, love playing, and want to play as much as they can whilst being introduced 
to the foundations of performance hockey. Players may be involved in other sporting activities too. Talent 
Foundations environments include Junior County Hockey, accredited Talent Centre Clubs alongside other 
clubs and schools.  
 
The Talent Development segment aims to challenge and support players who know they are good at 
hockey and are determined to get better. Focused on connecting players with performance and taking 
responsibility. Talent Academies and England Age Groups are the two environments within the Talent 
Development segment.  

 
 
 
 
 
 



3. What are the priorities for the Talent System? 
 
England Hockey has identified six pillars (see image) that together form the priories of the Talent System. 
The Talent System aspires to create… 
 

- A phenomenal generation of players  

- Exceptional talent development environments  

- A player identification and development system which attracts and excites young people and inspires 
them to be the best they can be 

- Safe, enjoyable and inclusive talent development environments  
 

It is essential these six pillars, supported by strong governance and supporting systems, are at the forefront 
of the hockey community and considered in everything we do. 

 

4. What is England Hockey’s Talent Development approach? 
  

More information can be found within the Talent System Framework. However, while not an exhaustive list, 
the following statements underpin our approach towards talent identification and development.  
  

• Talent identification is about future potential not just current performance.   Current performance 

plays a part in understanding future potential but in isolation is a poor indicator and should not be relied 
on by itself.    

• An open, inclusive and a ’keep the net wide’ approach:   Selections and decisions should be at ‘this 
point in time’ and not final; a ‘yes for now’ or ‘not now’ rather than a ‘never’ or ‘yes for forever’.   
Consistent with this the Talent System should be open to all without rigid entry and exit points.  

• Multiple opportunities; multiple eyes; multiple contexts: Identification and selection decisions 
should be as objective as possible based on evidence from observations from using multiple eyes, 
multiple times and in multiple contexts.    

• Right Athlete Right Environment.  A young person’s experience is shaped by the environments they 

inhabit so matching the environment to their physical, mental and social needs at any point in time is 
critical to ensuring they can thrive, develop and enjoy their time.   

• Volume, quality and frequency of training and competition is critical: Frequent high-quality 
training and competition with a critical mass of players which includes regular stretch to promote the 
development of the essential player qualities should be a consistent feature of the Talent System.  
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3 .1  O UR PRIO RITIES: TALEN T SYSTEM  PILLARS

Players at the centre: Putting the player at the heart of everything we do. This will 

require building shared performance and talent ambitions with clubs and schools, 

simplifying the support system, bringing clarit y to the number of stakeholders 

around a player and enabling players to move more freely into the right environment. 

Talent develops at di erent rates, in di erent ways, in di erent places: There is no 

one size ts all approach. The talent system needs to embrace many routes and 

opportunities for players to shine, and to be robustly observed and assessed by 

multiple eyes on multiple occasions. 

Greater diversity throughout: Finding and developing more talented players from 

many ethnic and socio-economic groups. Work is required to remove barriers which 

inhibit inclusivity and progression. 

Great coaching at the core: Supporting and developing coaches to be experts in 

identifying and developing talent, with the abilit y to build great relationships with 

players. 

Exceptional hockey basics: Placing greater emphasis on hockey fundamentals and 

skill development. 

Healthy talent development culture: Developing our collective understanding of 

talent culture; both what it takes to progress and develop and how we all need to 

behave based on shared values, purpose, goals and expectations. All organisations 

should demonstrate their belief in and commitment to a culture which considers the 

person, the player, performance and partnerships.
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5.  How will the new structure support greater diversity and more inclusive environments?   
 

As highlighted in question 3, one of the six pillars that underpin the new talent strategy is to focus on ‘greater 
diversity throughout’. To achieve this, our priority is to embed cultural shifts and processes that promote 
inclusive behaviours and greater diversity in all aspects of the Talent System.   
 
Multiple routes to progress and encouraging decision making that puts the players at the centre and 
considers what is right for them are both central to the design of the new Talent System. These both place 
increased focus on individual needs and embracing difference, thereby creating a system which adapts to 
the player rather than expecting the player to adapt and ‘fit in’ to the system. 
 
We understand that work is needed to bring this to life and remove barriers that inhibit inclusivity and 
progression. By creating more environments that provide high quality provision with healthy and inclusive 
talent development cultures, we will increase the quality, quantity, and diversity of talented players, increase 
competition for places at higher levels and lead to better performances on the senior stage.   
 
We recognise that some may see more targeted support at talent development level (Talent Academies) as 
contrary to creating a more inclusive and diverse talent system. Creating better opportunities for the highest 
potential players currently in the system must go hand in hand with creating more opportunities to broaden 
the diversity of future high potential players. We need to do both simultaneously.  
 
All Talent Academies have committed to provide financial support as part of their delivery model to assist 
players who require financial assistance and further support is also available through the England Hockey 
Junior Talent Development Fund. Moreover, England Hockey are working to establish additional support 
mechanisms as we ensure non-performance barriers are removed to support players from less privileged 
and lower socio-economic backgrounds to progress through the Talent System.  
 
More recently, England Hockey have secured additional funding from Sport England for a Talent Inclusion 
project to support the development of clubs and coaches from culturally diverse backgrounds and/or situated 
in culturally diverse locations and able to reach a diverse demographic of participants into hockey. 
 
Talent is just one area across England Hockey supporting its ambitions to build a diverse and inclusive sport 
that better reflects society and creates access opportunities for anyone from any background to participate. 
To find out more about the Equality, Diversity and Inclusion work England Hockey are committed to achieving 
please take a look at the England Hockey ED&I Framework.  
 
For more information on the Talent System visit: Play | About The Talent System (englandhockey.co.uk). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.englandhockey.co.uk/governance/equality-diversity-inclusion/edi-framework
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1. What is a Talent Centre?  
 
A Talent Centre club is a club that provides high quality provision for players at early talent development 
level (Talent Foundations). This provision will be embedded within the club’s junior programme. Talent 
Centre accreditation recognises the quality of a club’s talent development environment and provision, not 
individual players.  
 
There is no limit to the number of clubs who can obtain Talent Centre accreditation, however, we anticipate 
the operation of around 80-100 Talent Centres by 2025 so that every child should have reasonable access 
to one or more of these opportunities if they wish to and if it is right for them. These numbers are based on 
a combination of club readiness and England Hockey’s capacity to support clubs. 

 
2. What is the Talent Centre accreditation?   
 
Talent Centre accreditation recognises clubs which offer high quality early talent development environments. 
Clubmark is the ‘gold standard’ mark for clubs who provide a good, safe environment for children and young 
people, Talent Centre accreditation is this with added talent development requirements.  
 
Talent Centre accreditation is all about developing and recognising what a club can provide for youth and 
junior players, with a particular focus on those aged 12-15 years, who are showing potential and aspiration 
to progress their hockey. It isn’t about a defined squad or players.  
 
It is critical that all youth and junior environments provide safe, enjoyable, and inspirational environments for 
our young hockey players. We recognise the fundamental role clubs play as the bedrock for initiating a 
lifelong love of the game and providing strong development opportunities.    
 
A Talent Centre will provide all these things which is why Club Mark is a prerequisite.  But it will also offer 
safe challenge and support for talented players and pro-actively prioritise its junior system to optimise the 
opportunities for further development.   

 
3. How does the Expression of Interest process work for Talent Centres?   
 
Each year England Hockey will open Expressions of Interest for clubs to complete, this window will stay open 
for around 6 weeks.   
 
Once clubs complete the Expression of Interest form the England Hockey Talent team will complete a robust 
internal review across a series of principles aligned with our talent strategy with input from other relevant 
stakeholders such as the England Hockey Area Chairs.  
 
The next window will open in the Summer of 2023.  

 

 

 

 



4. What consideration has been given to the impact of the strategy on participation, smaller 

clubs or clubs that are not Talent Centre accredited?  

A key principle of the talent system is that there are no pre-requisites to progress from one stage to the next.  
A player does not need to attend a Talent Centre to progress to a Talent Academy and a player does not 
need to attend a Talent Academy to progress to an England Age Group programme. 

  
Being at a Talent Centre club does not promise an accelerated trajectory. Each Talent Centre needs to 
continue to offer the high-quality provision that has led to its accreditation; this does not mean growing its 
junior membership.   
 
England Hockey is not looking to instigate the movement of large numbers of players between clubs or to 
stipulate the combination of club, school and Junior County Hockey for most junior players. Local hockey 
should be encouraged for most players below the age of 14 and those at the ‘Developing Hockey’ stage of 
development. 
  
The result of designing a more flexible system means it won’t limit the development of gifted players at 
smaller clubs if that environment is the right one for them.   

 
5. There is concern that the strategy may create ‘super-clubs’ and lead to the migration of players 
to Talent Centre clubs and Talent Academies hosted by clubs.  What guidance is in place to 
educate parents? 
 
Matching the environment to an 
individual’s physical, mental and social 
needs at any point in time is critical to 
ensuring they can thrive, develop and 
enjoy their time playing hockey.   
 
Players move clubs for a variety of 
reasons and there may come a point 
that a club may not be able to provide 
the best environment for an individual. 
However, for most young players a 
local club is absolutely the right place 
for them to play hockey.  
 
England Hockey’s Right Athlete, Right 
Environment (RARE) resource 
provides some guidance about the 
questions to ask and areas to consider.  
Accreditation and licensing will come 
with high expectations about 
behaviours connected to player 
movement based on the RARE 
guidelines.  
 
The majority of parental decisions are 
well intentioned and based on a desire 
to do the best they can to support their 
child.  A key question to ask if a player 
is considering moving is ‘Why?’. Clubs, 
schools, and County Hockey 
Associations are encouraged to share 
the RARE document with parents and 
encourage them to use it as a guide if 
they are considering moving their child 
to a different hockey environment.   

 

https://www.englandhockey.co.uk/download?documentId=016QX2LWJYDEDNTSE545HYF4EZZ247A7AH
https://www.englandhockey.co.uk/download?documentId=016QX2LWJYDEDNTSE545HYF4EZZ247A7AH


6. The Talent System structure shows Junior County (Sub-Area) Hockey and Talent Centres all 
at Talent Foundations level. What are the relationships between these and how do these link to 
Talent Academies?   
  
Talent Centres offer regular, high-quality provision within a club setting. Junior County Hockey or 
representative hockey offers a different opportunity, which includes the recognition of ‘playing for your 
county’.  Similarly, there are many other clubs and schools that offer excellent training and competitive 
opportunities for these age groups.   
  
To encompass all these development opportunities within the Talent System, a player will be able to choose 
which to attend, with each providing equal opportunity to progress. Therefore, County Hockey and Talent 
Centres in clubs are shown at Talent Foundations level alongside other clubs and schools.   

  
There is no formal link between different entities at Talent Foundations level, however, a player centred 
approach can only be achieved through collaboration around the best interests of the individual.   
 
England Hockey are working to establish Talent Development Forums that would provide an open 
opportunity for regular and facilitated conversations between those in the game who have an interest in 
putting the player at the heart of talent development.  
 
For more information on Talent Centres visit: Talent Development | Talent Centres (englandhockey.co.uk). 
 
For more information on Junior County Hockey visit: 
Talent Development | County Hockey (englandhockey.co.uk). 
 
 
 

https://www.englandhockey.co.uk/play/talent-system/talent-centres
https://www.englandhockey.co.uk/play/talent-system/county-hockey


   
1. What is a Talent Academy?  

 
Talent Academies are exceptional talent development environments that deliver year-round provision to 
the highest potential u15 – u18-year-old players. There are 21 Talent Academies (17 licensed host clubs 
and 4 overseen by EH) operating across the country for the 2022-23 season and we estimate that the 
current talent pool will yield approximately 500 players per gender requiring the intensity and commitment 
of a Talent Academy.   

Talent Academies will provide opportunities for players to access high-quality coaching, training and wider 
athlete education through a combination of dedicated sessions and integration with other activity. Every 
Talent Academy has a squad of players selected through a robust process based on the England Hockey 
Complete Player Profile.  

 
2. Why are Talent Academies catering for fewer players? 
 
Talent Academies are intended for fewer players than previously attended Performance Centres. This 
doesn’t mean there will be fewer opportunities for players; the Talent Academy commitment is significant 
and some players previously attending Performance Centres were not ready for this step up. Their needs 
will be well catered for in more local environments, particularly those at the Talent Foundations stage.  
 
We expect over time, through outreach programmes and more inclusive environments throughout hockey, 
that Talent Academies will draw players from a more diverse group. There are many strands to creating a 
more diverse talent pool, but it starts with culture and ensuring every environment is inclusive and 
welcoming to people from many different backgrounds and aware of individual needs. The Talent Strategy 
includes a number of specific tactics, as previously highlighted, to stimulate the development of a more 
diverse talent pool, but the greatest impact will be by each club, school and Hockey Association considering 
what it can do to make a difference. 

https://www.englandhockey.co.uk/download?documentId=016QX2LWOJDKRU7X5ZBZE26JBKODMECF3F


 
3. How were players selected to join a Talent Academy for the 2022-23 season?  
  
For the 2022-23 season there were two routes from which players were selected to a Talent Academy. 
Firstly, players from club, school and/or Junior County Hockey environments who were entering school 
years 10-13 from September 2022 could be nominated by their coach via an open nomination process. In 
addition, all 2021-22 season final squad Performance Centre (PC) players were invited to access an 
assessment via their local Talent Academy. (It should be noted the exception to the age range were players 
from the PC environment who were entering School Year 9 from September 2022 as England Hockey 
agreed all PC squad players should be given the opportunity to trial if they wished which includes a small 
number of year 9s).  
 
From these two routes and following an assessment phase, approximately 25 boys and 25 girls across the 
u15 - u18 age range will be invited to access the full Talent Academy programme. (It should be noted 
current England Age Group players will access Talent Academy provision in addition to the 25 player 
squads).  
  

4. How will players be identified and selected in the future for a Talent Academy?  
  
Those players who were not initially invited to access a Talent Academy or indeed did not trial will be able 
to access in season opportunities/events where they can be nominated by a club, school or County coach 
to be observed by their local TA. TAs will communicate details of these opportunities directly with the 
schools, clubs and County Associations within their catchment area.   
  
Where a player demonstrates the right blend of current performance and future potential they will be invited 
and integrated into the Talent Academy over time. These events will happen at multiple points during the 
season to help implement a more fluid and open process regarding selection. England Hockey will provide 
further information on this process in due course.   
  
Moreover, all players selected for a Talent Academy can continue to play school and club hockey where 
appropriate. However, it is not expected that Talent Academy players would continue to access Junior 
County Hockey as this would remove the opportunity for other players to access County provision. Our 
aspiration is to ensure high potential players access the right environments for their development more 
often.    

  
5. What happens if a player is not invited into the Talent Academy? Do they automatically go 

back to County Hockey?  
  

No but it is an option. As the pathway is no longer linear and the new talent system aspires to be more 
open and dynamic there are no pre-determined environments to return to. Decisions should be made 
around what is right for each athlete. If the Talent Academy environment at a given time is not appropriate 
for an individual’s needs they should consider which other hockey environments can continue to support 
their development. For most junior players this will be finding the right blend and balance of school, club 
and or Junior County Hockey.   
  
Talent Academies should be liaising with their local Junior County Hockey programmes as well as local 
clubs and schools to support the transition of players between different environments.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



6. Can you tell me more about the financing of a Talent Academy?  
  
England Hockey is committed to making sure non-performance barriers such as finance do not hinder a 
person’s ability to access a Talent Academy. To support Talent Academies, England Hockey have 
developed a set of principles to help ensure they create and deliver a financially sustainable model.  
 

- Talent Academies are ‘Not-for-Profit programmes and any surplus should be re-invested into the Talent 
Academy or returned to players.  

- Talent Academy delivery models create win: win outcomes for both the Talent Academy and the host.   

- Player contributions fall within a range set by England Hockey and consider the % contribution against the 
cost of running the Talent Academy.  

- Talent Academy provision is between £6-£8 an hour which is closely aligned to previous Performance 
Centre provision. 

- Player contributions are differentiated and aligned with the different levels of Talent Academy membership 
identified in the Talent Academy Framework. 

- Talent Academies will provide discounted places to reduce socio-economic barriers for those who require 
financial assistance. 

 
For more information on Talent Academies please visit:  
Talent Development | Talent Academy (englandhockey.co.uk). 
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